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for Library of Congress Microfilmille was published) are embddied'in
this publication. In drawing up separate specifications-for the
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regularly employed to evalsUate microfilms under consideration as
additions to the Library's permanent collections. No_attempts-ii 'made_
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guestions.still controversial. Sections of the publication are as
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4)'ProCessing the Exposed .Film; Inspection of the Film; 6)..

'Intetmediate.Copies; 7) Research Use Copies; 8) Storage; 9) Glcssary;
10) Selected' References. Reference is made to applicable standards
approved by the Amer ican:Stadards-Associatiob and its successor,. the
American Nationl Standards Institute. Paralleirecommendations, as
far as published on the inter
Organization for Stamlardizat
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This publication embodies the procedural and technical changes in the Library's phutorepro-
duction methods adoptid since 1964, when Specifications for Library of Congress Microfilmbig
was published. It is hoped that this additional guide wil clarify recommended procedurss for
the filming of monographs and pamphlets, as the 1 2 publication, Specifications for, the
Microfilming of lgewspaperrin the Library of Congre was designed to do for newsweis. In
drawing up separate specifications for the several diff rent bibliographic groups; the Photo.
duplication Service intends to place special emphasis on the definition of criteria regularly
employed to evaluate microfilms under consideration as additions to the Library's permanent
collections. No attempt H made'to cover every problem which may arite or to provide final
answers to questions "still controversfal.

° This guide is limited to' the microfilming of monographs, which any defined here as in
the latest edition of Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (Chicago: American Library Association,
1967): "A fork, collection, or other writing that is not a serial."

Special credit for writing this specifiCation is due to Sidney N. 13kke, Clarence h.
Cohen, William E. Davis, Elmer S. King, Joseph A. Sigona, Paul A. Soiandt, ROy J. Yeagerall
of the Photoduplication aff-,,as well as other Library staff members In the PrOcessIng and
Reference Departments a0 In the Pieservition Office.

Reference is made to' applicable standards 'aiiproved b'y the American Standardi
Association and its successor, the Alnerican National Standards Institute, Inc, 1430 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10018. Parallel recommendations, as far as published on the International level
by the International Oiganization for Standardization, are available at the same address. L

it
auks G. LaHood, Jr., MI
Photoduplicatibn Service
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1. PREPARATION

1.1 Preliminary Collation

O

The cntire book or pamphlet shall be collattd before
filmilt)page ky page, and a complete list made, of:

. all missing pages and, plates, and those out of
order;

b. all imperiectibns, such as mutilations, tears,
stains, obliterations, and missing portions. Im-
.perfections which ,do not affect any text or
illustration may be ignored.

1.2.,Completion of the text

Ever effort stidil be made to obtain missing pages
and replacements for mutilated pages before sub-
mitting the 'item to the Microphotog,rapher for film-
tng. Major research libraries and other libraries likely
to Eve die needed material shall be contacted,in 'an
atten'tpt to locate copies. of the missing .portionsOf
located, the material must. be acquired, permanently
Or on loan, and inserted bit the proper sequence. When

,,, this is not possible, microfilin made lotto same sped-
(ications as those used for the basic' olume shall be
ordered from the 'Ins4itution concerned and later
spliced into the.,LC negative. To avoid distortion,o
I6ss of, text in the gutter of the volume, it is preferred
that tight ,bindinks be removed to.permit photodupli-
cation of:the entire contenrit the integrity of the
original tep.,thay be jedpardized by the removal of
bindings; t is recomtheided that,they be loosened; if
this cannot be done, every effort must be made to
niintmize ter tat loss and te-achieve the best possible
copy. When ages or plates are out of order, and
when it is pOssible to. remove the-bindings, rearrange.

'ae ,

1111

'2. TECHNICAL GUIDE*

meth of the Material into.correct, sequece bel'ore
filming should be considered. If removal of the bind-
ings is not practical, tIte itestion should be raised
whether the item should be filmed "as is," or whether
the sequence should be corrected during the filming
process.

Ail pages of the Material shall be filmed including
any blank piges which figure in consecutive pagina-
tion whether actually numbered or not, but usually
not Including blank leaves inserted at the back or
front of a volume, and not included in
tion. It is possible, however, that these blank end-
papers must be filmed if a detailed collation shbws
that they may' serve, as essential evidence to establish
the authenticity of a volume, or to prove the identity
of one of several editions.'

I

113 Final Collation

KFinaitcollation and revision of the original item are
essential' before the start of filming. The complete
target se les Outlined Wow (see section 2.2; Targets)
must agr with this final collatibn in every detail,
accounting 'for all parts inclUded amell as noting any
special circumstances In the original', such as portionl
and plates missing, or any physical irregularities. All
targets must be-made ready and inserted in the se-
quence before filming begins; specifically, not only
those "constant" targets which are, standard at the

-beginning acid end of every item, or every reel, but
also the "as needed" targets 'to be inserted trough -
out the 'sequence as the, particular ;circumstances
require.

Sr

2.1 Special Cons(derations

Al'tliugh pr'oblems due' to creases and Winkles,arlse
rarely in the case of monographs, the scattered in.
stances of sigh problems cannot be ignored. No strict

*illustrative examples in the sevyl "figures" of thIsli4m-
phlet are not draWn to scale.

.1

.r

procedures are 'recommended; experienced laboratory
tectinrcians devise solutions for each case as circum-
stances dictate. A thin sheet of stiff backing material
inserted under the page to be filmed is often
adequate.

Pages stuck together must be haridled with extreme
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caution. It is often possible to steam them apart, and,
if they are not to be filmed immediately, sheets of
nonadhesive material such as silicone-treated paper
can be Inserted between the pages to prevent ?urther
sticking.

In all such problems, if any of these prefilmin);
, treatments include elements of possible damage, par-

ticularly in the case of rare books or manuicripts, the
item in qugitaq must be returned to its custodial
division withoutiltiming in order that the 'division
involved assume all responsibility for preillming
procedures of a remedial character, or Dor cancella-
tion of the filming if such action seems in the best
interests of preservation.

2.2 Targets

F&-appropriate targets at the beginning, and end Of
each 'pliblication, and at the beginnins, and end of
each reel when more than one reel is needed. Film in
addition the "as needed" targets throughout the film. .

L ?/66 (rev 2/72)

'AUTHOR

. TITLE

PLACE

Menu boards or tieing sets are often used to make,
kat targets'(see ilgures 2.4).

The word "START" (figure 4, target 1) must
appear in the first frame of any roll of fihriond the
word "END",(figure 4target IS), the last frame,
in letters which produce images on film dr at least
0.08 inch (2:03tmm) high.
Following the "START" targOt and preceding the

"ENT)" target, there must be a bibliographic target to,
identify th publication filmed (figure 4, targets 2
and 14), giving the author, title, place of publication,
date of pubjicatidn, volume number when needed,
and miceofilm shelf number where 'appropriate (see
figure 2). The height of the letters on the film in this
primaryf bibliographic target shall also be at l'e'ast 0.08
inch (2.03.2mm).

If the niat,;:i.al covered by the primary- biblio-
graphic target extends over more than one reel,
another bibliographic target indicakin's the contents
of that particular reel 'shall be Alined immediately
following the primary bibliographic target, Bibb°-

,

F glue 2 5

(LAUZAC, HENRY)

GALERIE HISTORIQUE

ET CRITIQUE.

PARIS

1858

N

DATE VOLUME

1!1.410.1.151.2 MUSIC-181
MICROFILM
SHELF No.
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aphis data abbteviated as necessary to fit macro-
scopic targets shall be in conformity with Anglo-
Americal Cataloging . Rules (Cica : . American
Library Association, 1967), or, the la t edition'.
thereof.

A secondary bibliographic target consisting ssf a
Library of Congress printed' oi typewritten catalog
card and the Photoduplication Service credit sign (or
other agency producing the microfilm) shall be filmed
immediately after the primary target (figur4, target

' 3). If another organization was instrumental in plan-
oning the project, that information may be given also.,

. Pilm the list o(rnissing pages, mutilations, etc. (see
section 1.3 above) as a separate frame or frames
immediately after the bibliographic targets (figure 4;
target, 4). If the item is fragmentary, a list of tie
pages filme4 May be used instead. . .'">4

When filming a multivolume inonographic work, a
target indicating each volume shill be filmed before
the pages of the volume in question (figure 4, target

. . .
.

Folldwing the secondary bibliograPhic targets, a'
technical target is necessary. The technical target

- (figure 5) shall be an assembly of _five National
Bpreau of Standards Microcopy Resolution Test
Charts, 1010.1903A, and a 6-inch (or 150mm) paper
scale, placed 6n a sheet of single-weight, non - glossy
white paper as described below. The center resolution
test chart #shall be placed with the zero of the)"10"
pattern within 1/4 inch (6.35Omm) of the,center
the technical target, and with the lines of the test
patterns parallel:to the techni target edges. The
corner test charts shall be posits ned at the outermost
points of the photographic fie, and oriented so that

,one ,edge of each chart is par le) to the diagpnat of
the technital target. The zer of the "10" pattern
shall-be iivithin1/4 inch (6.350mm) of the diagonal of
the, technical target. Depending upon the diameter or
reduction ratio selected for filming, the resoltition
targets shall be placed in eiker a larger or smaller ,
field ss the document size dictates. The 6-inch (or
150mm) paper scale ,showing increments in both
inches and millimeters shall be located' under the

' center. resolution test chart and centered on the verti
cal center lirie of the technical target, The tethhical
targets shall be filmed on the same Camera, at the
same time, and under conditions wiiich achieve the
same reduction ratio as the text, To assure that this
procedure has been Mowed, there shall be no splices
between the technical targeti and tile adjacent 10
frames of texl. These requirements apply equally to
the technical targets at the beginning and,end of the

.- reel.
' An indication -of the reduction ratio used in the
filming may also be given on one of preliminary

MUS10,.787'
musai. getn

°aka bIstorique it critique du dixaewiliale ofeole.
41eaty Lltolft artiste tuueSelen. Extratt du P volume)
F:tris, Au bureau de 14I Galeria bistorlque,1858..

14 p. S .

Anthoil.nonto on tow end ot tot 01 toot i

L Lboie. Ilene" Omens, 1411-101.

Lk*, of *keels )41,4101,L42

/b -litat

MICROF11.4ED 1973
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

PHOTObUPLICATION SERVICE

4 tfigure 3

targeti. This may be shON4 by filming at the curie
. .

reduction ratio a seek% of an inch and millimeter
scale/ respectively, at least 3 inches (76.200mm) long;
this ill make possible a, more accurate reconstruc-
tion of the size of the original material` than would ii,
simple statement of the reduction ratio (see figure' 4,
target 9). Any intervening' chum' in reduction ratio
requires the insertion of another such technical target
with a ruler to show the amount of reduction or'
enlargement introduced. ' . v,

,Any of the f011owing information must also be
included on a target,- when appropriate: location of
the original material, a list of pages and illustrations
filined from other, copies of the stifle title, reference
to a separfte indfx or to supplementary bibliographic,
data for the material being filmed, and note of any
restrictions on further reproduction or use of the
microfilm. ..

Inse t targets to indicate any faults in the original
film-

ing en a page is missing from the material, being
so they are not mistaken for errors in the

filmed, a space of 1 i/4 incheSt (31.750mm) ,to 2
inches (50.800rtun) on the film shall be left blank to
allow, for splicing in missing material later; A target
with the wording "page missing" or "pages missing,"
as appropriate, shall appear in ea center of this space
(figure 4, target 11). ,

Beforea mutilated page, okif a book or pamphlet
contains extensive mutilation, film a target in letters

'.., to - .
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whith produce images on film
(2.032rimi) in height, indicati g that the .following
page or pages were filmed fro the "Best Copy Avail.
able"; this shall also be. d e for illegible pages or
pages otherwise, faulty In, the original (see figure 4,

101 B). Mulliatidns which 'do not affect any print.
Mg or illustrations Maybe ignored. If a page has been
mutilated so that a pdrtidn has beeMlost, the page
shall be backed up wfth.a pipe of white pope illqboth
to reveal that a po tion has been lbst and to prevent
the filming of the corresponding portion of the enou

0. ing leaf in faulty/Sequence.
Uses targets 7 and 10 In figure 4 for copyright and

pagination, at necessary, in letters ,which produce
Images on ,fm of at least 0.08 inch (2.032mm) high.

2.3 Imir Placement and Reduction Ratios

(dot to sale).

f at least 0.08 inch sions, type size, and legibility of the Original, and The
u:se.to be made of.the

The four 4ipes of linage placement recognized by.:
the USA Standard,. Specifications for 16tntn and
3.5mm Stiver-Gelatin Microfilms for Reel Applioa-
lions, Seciion 4, are shc.ivin at the top of
figure 6. The standard specifies that the rriakinnupt
permlisible width of the !mate area (dimension A to
figure 6) is inches (33.020mm) fpu unperforated
35mm film: and 0.944 inch (23.980mm) for the',same'
width film perforated on both edges.,Converoly, or
dimension fit, a minimum of 0.038 Inch (0.961 is
specIfiedl' unperforated 35mm film and 0.2,16 inch' 4

(SA86mm for perforated ftimktongiu/dinkl image
(dimension B) with the lines of tlftt anged at right
angles to ,the edge of the film cannot normally be

\ extended beyond approximately i 3/4 inches
\ (44.450mm) with most camerasi,nd usually must beThe p fail of images and the reduction ratio for a

parts lar'monographic work _depend on the dimen

/
limited to the image area occu led by the material
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Microfilm Position Chart

C C
.041.

11

H it-4 .

,..
in

1.....=1

Olonmem....m110.111,.im
H1111111, ,

1A 18 2

" Positions IA and IB are sinskageexposit res; positions 2A and 2$ are ilouble-page exposures.

In positions IA and 2,4 the text is perperuilcular to the long axis of the film; in Sitio/Ls /8 and 28 the'text is parallel to the brig int4 of the film...
f°For reference wicerning microfilm positions, see USA Standard. Spec(ficasions for 1(mi., and 3.5mnt

Silver-Gektin Microfilms for Reel Applications,Ms..1.1967, Section 4, or the latestrepision thereof ,-

Guide to Maximum Reduction R4ios

Type site of:original*: Letter height mm (lower case s) (1-2mm) 3+mm ;

*Maximum, Dintemion A ittuPert. 17" 25"

Maximum. Dintension A (perf. film): 13" 18"

Maximum; Dimension B: 24"

Maximum reduction ratio: 16x 20x

*For a disCuesiOn of tyPI sis see William R. Hawke's, COpyinoMethods Manual (Chicago, .Arnerkan LibraryAssn., LTP, 1966). tCi.-
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being filmed. Dimension C shall be about.3/32 inch
(2.381mm) or less. Although wider or closer spacing
is allowable, It is generally advantageous to limit the
interframe spacing in the interests of economy. The
latter.ein be even better realized by the careful selec-
tion of image placement and reduction ratio,s, The
work and its projected usginust be evaluated together
for optimum results, with due considerations for the
capacities and limitations of the cameras, reading

%machines, reader-printers, etc., likely to be involved,
and with special attention to compatibility.
Position 2A, as shown on the chart in figure 6, is

preferred when the dimensions of the original and the
type size allow it Position 2B (Vie next choice) may
require up to twice as much 'fi lm as petition 2A, as
the` chart indicates, (Ail pages shbwn are drawn to the
same relative dimensions) This means twice as much
footage for each positftre copy, of course, as well as
(ovate negative. Position IA (the third choice, ank
sometimes the only one possible) not only may rec
quire twice the Mai' necessary for position 28, but
also may entail, for bound material_more than twice
the labor costs_of position 211 becali*-the volume
must be shifted and repositioned under the camera
lens after each exposure: after the recto of a. page is
filmed, the volume must be shifted to the right when
the page is turned inorder to film the verso, then to
the,left to film the'ietto of the next page, and so on.
/The table in the lower part of figure 6 indicates the

Maximum recommended, dimensions for material to
/ be filmed in any one of the fout stimdard positions,

as well at the maximum' recommended reductions for
two ranges of type size; interpolations can be made
for sizes not given. To ust` the table;cletfrmine the
Palle eight, width, and approximate type size of the
ma dal to-be filmed; then, using the position chart
in c junction with, the table, determine whether the
material 'C'an be filmed -in position /A, or whether 28
or even IA will be necessary. . ,.'

For 'languages reading from right to left and fora
other variations from the usual Western language

,arrangement, the page shall be positioned to allow for
_ the normal and logical progression of pages (see figure
7). This is accomplished by positioning the camera
head so that progression of exposed film shall reflect
the progression of text.

,

The actual reduction ratio chosen shall make the
best practical use of the available film 'width to
achieve the maximum legibility of the image. The
maximum permissible width for the latter on 35mm
unperforated film is 1.3 in,ches (33.020mm). This
"pernaitaible image width" is an important factor and
must not -be divegarded in making preparation for
editing: An example foilowk The hart and table
indicate that a book 10 inches (254 m) high and
13 inches (330.20mm) wide (acro a double -page

7

opening) with type site of average height (2mm lower
case "e", or 0.0787 inch)* good legibility, may be

rofilined in position 2N with a maximum reduc-
ion ratio of 20 diameters. A wafning is hereby

sounded however, by emphasizing that die reduction
ratios indicated in the table are maximums. These
rata must not be applied mechanically without due
consideration of other factors. especially the "per-
missible width" dimension already noted. If the 20x
specifica on is used fora volume with the dimensions
cite , e results may be unsatisfactory: the double-

ge width of 13 inches reduced 20 times will pro-
duce an Image width (dimension A) of 13/20 Inch
(16.51mm), or only half the permissible image width
of 1,3 inches (33,020mm). To achieve the correct
"mix" of dimension, legibility, and economy, a lower
reduction ratio, around 14x, mustbere be used to fill
up the frame, thus, avoiding the waste of an undue
amount of usable film along both edges, and to
achieve superior legibility by using all the filit area
available.

If provision is to be m'ade fora the pOssibility of
printing positive copies on perforated film; a reduc-
tion ratio o about 16 diameters inposition1A. would
be required, since 'the maximum permissible imagt
width for perforated 35mm film is 0,944inch
(23.980mm). '

The intended'use of the negative may dictate the
position as well as the reduction ratio, If other
institutiors of concerns will be making further repro-
ductions, it is important to obtain theft recommenda-
lions for reductiOn ratios and image placement before
begjnning the filming.

Material \such as inserts and fold-outs the same size
or smaller than the double-page spread of the votume
in question, in which the type size and legibility are
comparable to the text, shall be filmed at the same
/eduction ratio, as the rest.of the book. Where type

*size is smaller and legibility inferior; tower reduction
ratios are indicated. Inserts and foldouts too ikrge to
meet the specifiCations indicated in figure'6 must be
fdmed in sections, from left to right and from top to
bottom as fhOW/1 6 figure 8. An verlap of at least
one inch (25.400mm) *shall b rovicled be tweet%
adjacent sections, and the redu ion ratio used shall
allow for the desired ...number of sections with the

:proper overlap. .

Filming shall normally be done at 14 to 20.diam'e-,
ters reduction, although ratios up to24x may be used
to a, hid position IA, type size permitting. For a d4
cusslon of the quality indei Inetliperof determining
reduction ratios, consult Nlift4 '9Standard. MS104.
1972. Inspection and Quality Control of First Gener-
ation Silver Halide Microfilm. NMA. Silver Spring
/Md./ 1912, pages 19,21,25-26, and figure 34.
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2.4 Film Stock

Use only safety microfilm stock as defined by Ameri-
can Standard Specifications for Safety Photographic
Film; P111.25-1965, or the latest revision thereof.
Such file) generally bears the legend !`safety" along
its outer' edges. Microfilm intended for permanent
preservation shall be made with film stock which
meets the American National Standard Specifications
for Photographic Film for Archival Records, Silver-
Gelatin- Type on Cellulose Ester Base, P111.2g-1969,
or the k 4st revision thereof. "

The negative film emulsion must be capable of
resolving 400 lines per millimeter.

Unperforated film shall be used 'if at all possible;
perforated film may be used only when the particular
application makes It necessary.

Dimensions of the film, processed and unprocessed,
shall meet the specifications set forth in USA Stan-
dard 'Specifications fo.. 16mm and 35mm Silver
Gelatin Microfilms for Reel Applications, P115.3.-
1967, Section 4, or the lateit revision thereof.

I 2
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3. FILMING PROCEDURES'
4

Only a qualified microphotographer may perform the
actual filming of library niaterial. The. camdra and
base support must be rigid, since any vibration will
blur the film images, and. the area in which the film.
iqg is done must be as free of dust as possible.

The film produced ail resolve t the NBS 7,1
line pattern in the corners of the e at a reduction
ratio of 1Sx (see figure 9 for mo etall). In deter-
mining the resolving power of the film systeni, tile
microcopy ,rosolution test charts available from the
National Bureau of Standards or the mire of the
International Organization foi Standardization shall
be used; these provide sets of preciselylpaced lines of
varying widths (see figure 10). The test chart shall be
photographed at a predetermined redtiction ratio,

41

'with a background depsity of 1.2 to 1:8 as measured
on a densilometer. After processing, the film shall be
examined under a microscope (not with a reading
machine) and a visual cleterminationamade of the
most closely `spaced set of lines which can be iden-
tified as separate and distintt.his reading multiplied
by the red tlon ratio will tve the resolving power of
the system n lines per millimeter. For exbrnple, if the
resolutIon test chart is filmed at 20 diameters redue!
tion, anck the most closely...spaced set ofilines which
can be distinguished as separate is that spaced at S.6
lines per millimeter on ihe chart, the,resoiVing power
of the system is 20 x 5 6, or 112 lines per millimeter.

The film image shall he of sufficient contrast to
permit easy reading and reproduction, Unless adiffer-

..

'Figure 9

ISO
-1124.211111--47

us. 16120
11111 1.1

11A,

1.6

,

Micpcopy Resolution TeS't Chart- 101
NATIONAL BUREAU OF: STANDARDS1963A

NBS/1S0 Correlatfon Table ,e

IREDlry
SCALE

ISO CHARACTER SIZE NBS PATTERN NUMBER
Numbers of line airs r millimeter

1st
Generation

2nd
'Geleration Distribution

1st
Gehe ration

2nd
Genetatiob Distribution

130
1:24,

1:16;1:15
1.12;1:10, 1/9
1:/tS

90
80
70
56
45
35

100 .
90,
80
63
SO
40

112
100
90
70
56
41

4.5
5.0
5,6
7.1
9,0

11.0

4.0
4.5
5.0
6.3
8.0

10.0,

3.6
4.0
4.5
5.6
7,1
9.0

. . .

#When the National Bureau of Standards ".gicrocopy Resolution Test Chart" (above) is roof, the patten.
raimbers in this table corresponding to the 1,16 character sire (see figure 10) will give approximately the same
kgibility, , . (

. .
Note: To obtain valid result!, the test charts themselves must be Red. Do not use the facsimiles :pi figures A
aid 10 fpr making tests. ,. ,

' .



erfi backgrouqd density is requirecito produce cop
tract, t1i material to.be flirted shall be lighted so that
hinges on the camera negative normally will have a
backgrotind density range of 1.0 to '1.4, with the
Minimum possible variation in any one frame as
measured by a densitometer. To obtain .correct
exposure and a unkform density, exposure tests shall
be made at the re auction ratio to be used in the
'filming in order to establish the level Of reflected light
-(as determined by the light meter riaclii4) that will
produce images of a density' within. the required
range. :The intensity of he light source used shall be
variable, with con trol.hy means of a rheostat or other
similar device. During the filMing, freqttent fight
;meter readings shall be taken, particularly when the
color or shading of the paper changes noticeably, and
the light intensity adjusted as necessary to maintain
the same light meter realing., If the reduction ratio is
change* significantly; new expostire tests' shall be
made because, even at the same Bait; meter reading,"
th amount of light reaching the film is different at
various reduction ratios. The lighting shall be kept
balanced at all times to.ensure uniform expoeure,of
the entire frame; when one lamp hurns, out all shall
be rtbalanced to achieve the specified illumination,
plandard filters may be used to compensate for
colored inks, colored paper, or stains in the original
material. The density range within an exposure shall
not exceed .05.

Showthrough in bound originals printed on one
side only shall be eliminated or reduced as far' as
possible by backing each page with a white opaque
sheet of paper'or cardboard. Showthroup,h in originals .
printpii on bothlides can be reduced or eliminated
entirety by backing the page with adark sheet of
paper., a

In turning'the pages, the operator shall be certain
that All page movement has stopped before the next
exposure is made. To ensure that all parts of the
image are In focus, both sides of a bound volume shall '
be level. An adjustable book cradle is normally used
to, keep', the material fiat wIthirt the field of focus f
at all times. Photographic glass which is free ofidistor
tions may be used to hold. pages flat; hands shall not
be used, since they dptract from thilappearanCe of
,The image: tt

Take care to keep, the ,material properly aligned
with the camera lens and film,sdgesAhrough frequent
use of the finder light or by aligning the material with
the guide marks on the copy bed.

The reel must not be overloaded; i.e., the, film shall
not be wound closer than 1/4 inch (6.350mm) to the
outer edge of the reel, and in no case shalt it exceed
/tie :diameter of the reel itself. Film shall be wtitind .
with e 'START" target at the outer end.

a
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4. PROCESSING THE EXPOSED FILM

Exposed film shall be developed with an organic
developing agent such as metol, hydroquinone, or
glycin, compounded to, produce a silver image essen-
tially black; fplekin a thlosulfate bath; and finally
washed with water to remove residral hypo (thiosul-
fate). Do not use so-called hypo eliminators and
developers slesigned to produce stained or colored

idages. The residual typo content of the p,4ocessed
film shall agree with the terms of the American
National Standard Methylene 810,e Method for Mea.;
suring Thlosulfate and Silver Densitometric Method
for Measuring Residual Chemicals In Plates,
`and Papers., PR4.8-1971; ,or the latest revision
thereof.

k

S. INSPECTION OF THE FILM-it'',

, Inspect 'ail proCessed film, whether ppSitive or neg.s.
*lye, as Orion as possible after proce'ssitig has been
completed. if this is 'lot feasible; Make at Walt a
pretiminay check fot obvious:defectsOsiilting from
faults or !processing -flaws, t9 prevent any similar
defects in succeeding reels,

Extreme care must be exercised during inspection
to ensure that the film is not sc'ratched. Either, a hand

. Magnifying glass oupe) or reading machines which
have been carefu y inspected to niake certain that
the film in Motion does ;not make cOntactiwith the
glass dats which old it in place for reading or print-
ing may be u Other reading machites may be
employed but on y with extreme caution; a sample
reel shall be tested first on the machine tomake sure
that the glass flatsare not in contacpvith the image'
area while the film is inmotion. . 1

Inspect negative rilmframe bY frame to determine
that all vohlines tr. parts (if more than one), pages,
and tArgets included and filmed in the proper'
ordtfw that images are properly aligned, and that
they i ividu ,image is clear, sharp, and unifOrmly
lighted, background density Ahall he sou ly
checked visually, and double-checked eyery few et
with a," densitorneter. Background density sh I

noim4ly be between 1.0 and 1.4, although particular
applications may re-quire heavier or lighter densities.

Pages Improperly filmed shall be retained, together
with the page preceding and the page following, in

,6. INTERMEDIATE COPIES

4

.4

such a way that a 2-inch (50.800mr.), space be
allotted for splicing before .-and after the remake
which shall consist of at least 1,fooe(304.80nrn) of

` images. The remade film skall be inspeeted and.'" ..
spliced it) place of the faulty film. In the finished
film, the first frame in the spliced strip' will be a
dujilicate of they frame immedrately preceding the"
first splice; a corresponding duplication will occur at
the reond This arrangtment ensirrei at each
splice point one good4frarne unaffected by the vile-
ing process.

Heat-weld, butt-end s ices areitenerally stronger
and less bulky than other types and will cause less
trouble in priding ,satisfactory' coples,k if cemented
splices are used, the ceMent must not con to lcetic
acid or other chemicals iltillfiOUS to 0446044m
storage qualities of the film. Cellophane tape and tape
of the pressure-sensitive type shall not be used,

Every effort shall tis made.fo keep the number of
splices to the minimum, Since they are potential
sources of trouble when microfilm is used in reading

'iniehines, all necessary spices shall be,made in the
negative copy before an) positive copies are printed,
Splices shall not be made-merely for the economy of
using short ends of unexposed film.

For further discussion of Inspection protedures,'
" Consult NMA Standard. MS104.1971 Inspection and

Quality .Control First Generation Silver Halide
.Microfilm (see section 10, Selected References)

Intermediate' copies are used Only to print
tributi6n, (release or research) copies, The bac

0

any dis dentty of a silver, second generation negative shall
ground!, conform to the values listed in'Appendix A.
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7.1 RESEARCH USE COPIES

Nat
13

7.11,Jilm Intended for the Collections of the Library
of Congress

.

Re arch use copies, generally positive, which are
inte cled for the permanent collections of the Library
shall be made on a contact printer with film stock
mee ing the specifications of American National Stan
dard Specifications for Photographic Film for Ar.chi-

ar vat &lords, Silver-Gelatin Type on Celkilose Ester.
Base, Pill .28-1969, or thelatest revision thereof.

S7.2 ilm Specifications an roceising

)12ese rch use film must .capable of resolving at
i least 00 lines per millimeter, .

Th exposed reference film shall be ,processed as
Indic ted 'above (see section 4) and must meet the

r- stand 'rd for density as shown in Appendix A.

7,3 haracteristics of Research Use Films

Rese th use film must be without splices and have at
least 8 Inches (47,20mm) of leader and 18 inches
of tra ler.

7.4 ibraty of Congress Criteria for
U* Planning Film Pilrhases

In p chasing research use film, the Library of Con-
. ,

,

gress will test it, at lcast on a sampling basis, for
acceptable bibliographical and technical quality.
Satisfactory legibility must be uniforctily present.

Safety-base film generally has the word "safety" at
intervals along its outer edges. When in doubt, techni.,
clans shall test the film under procedures set forth in
American-Standard Specificattons for Safety Photo-
graphic Film,' PH1,25-1963, or the latest revision
thereof.

Determine the residual hypo content in accordance
with the Ariwricbn National Standard Methylene. Blue
Method for Measuring Thlosulfate and Silver Dens,-
tometric Method for Measuring Chkmicali in
Films, Plaiies, and. Papers, P114.8.1973, or the latest
revision thereof. Residual hypo shall not exceed 1.00
microgram/cm2 as stated in American Natignal Stan.
Bard Specifican n.s for Photographic Film for Archi
val Records, Si er-Gelatinqype, on Cellulose Ester
Base, PH1 .28- 9, or the latest revislon'thereof. I .

The techfical and bibliographical quality of the
'film shall be in oonfotmity with the practic,estout-
lined in'sections 1, 2, and 4 above.

Since each successive genikitticin,of microfilm
volves:some toss of image (Ma*, theiLibrary of

'Convess shall include among other criteria in film
evaluation foi purchase in exact dItermination of Ole
number df generations which separate the film under
consideration from the camels teptive.

. TORAGE

.

bear a label on one endshdwing as muchinforrhition
from the bibliographical target as possible v(14iout .,
orording the label. If the raells part of a set,-'the
label shall also give the reel number and an indication
of the contents of that particulif reel (inclusivi dates,

'volumei,,etc:).
Rubber, ds shall not be used on microfilm reels; .

strips of r free frorp chemicals harmful to the
film and f nished with strong string ties are recom;
mended for holding the microfilm on the reels. eke
shill be taken noeto wind the filth too tightly on the
reel, lince scratches on the film are likely to result, 've

,

'Cor itions for the storage of library microfilm shall
. ap oath, as nearly as possible, the specifications set
for h in the American Siandard Practice for Storage '
of Processed SiOr-Gelatin Microfilm, PI13.4- I Mt or

latest revision thereof,' on riels made to the
s cifications of the USA Standard Dimensions far ,

400 -foot Reels for Processed -16nun and 35mrn
, Microfilni, P115.6-1968, or. the latest revision thereof.

Containeisshall Open easily and be made of durable
material free from chemicals harmful to theJfitin,
Outer dimensions of the containers shall not exceed 4
inches. (101.600mm) by 4 inches by 1 9/16 inches

/
(39.687nim) for 35mm filth. Each container shall

,

I-

'I

f.
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9. Glosgary

ti

,

The terms listed' blow are defined only as they are
used in the production of 35mm microfilm for library
use. No attempt`is made to provide comprehensive
definitions coveringvil usages of partlArlar terms in
the larger fiefilswof photography or optics.

a

Definition (Photo). That quaffty of a photo image
concerned with clarity opharpness of de

Densitometei. An iatrurbont for measuring optical
density:Two basic types exist:

1) Trgnimissionused to measure the opacity of
film images. ' 4

2) ReTtectionl-used to measure the amount of light
reflected by a surface,

144
Density. The, lightabsorbing quality or k photogra.
phic image, usually extfreied as the common' loga-
rithm of, the ratio or the amount of light itriking the

°4 image .to the amount of light passing through the
image. Several specific types of density values for a
photogriaph may b.S., expressed, tut -diffise transmis

' sion density is of greatest use In the case of micro-
film, and diffuse refleCtion densliY is generally of or.
interest forfprints.

Density, Backgroupd. The densify ofuthe noninfor.
imational area in a' crg filn image.

Diameters Reduction, Enlargement, or Magnifica-
tion. A measuib_of thb number of a a given linear
dimension of an object is reduced r enlargedby an
optical system. See Reductioh ran .

Emuliiqn. The, light-sensitive coating on microfilm,
usually containing silver salts and, 'other chemicals
suspended in`gelatin.

Exposure. 1)' The act or expoffing a light-sensitive
material to a light source. ,
.2) A section of a film csotaiiiing an individual

-"frame" or image, as in "0(311 koritaining six' v
,posures."

3) Loosely; exposure time; 14, the time during
which a lightsensitive surface itexposed to a light
source; in van exposure o two seconds."

is

furtherrieline3ted by reticular lines and other guide
marks.

Flats. pieces of smooth, flat optical glass designed to
hold microfilm in place for reading' or printing.

FOCUS 1)' The p anp in whi ch rays of fight reflected
from a surfgce converge toform the sharpest possible
image of the original after passing througit the several
parts of a Una. ! .

2) To adjust the relative positions 6f the lens and
film to obtain the sharpest possible image;

Frame. The area of film exposed to light through,'
the camera optical system during one ekposure,'re
gardless of whether or not the area is filled by the
document image.

Generation. A measure, of. take remoteness of a par-
. titular dopy ,ftcun thee original material. T,he picture
taren of a dobument, cathode ray tube, etc:, is
termed first generation microfilm (camera microfilm).
Cdpiee mad5 from this ft st generation are second
leneration, and copiet from the second generation are

(third generation, etc. First generation, '':flegative,...,
aptiearing microfilm is designated "IN" and second
generation; positive appearing microfilm Is designated
"2P," etc. (see Appendix A).

Gutter. The combined marginal space formed by the
two inner margins of the facing pages of a book.

, .
Hypo. 'Sodium or ammonium thlosulfate used in fix-
ing baths to remove unexposed silver halide's from
silver emulsibn film; also applied to the complete fix-
ing bath, which may contain other chemicals.

Image. 1) A reproduction of an 'Object, produced
by light rays.

2) A photographic reprbduction of an object on
film.

,Intermediat (copy). A reproducible, Which may be
microfilm, madofrorti the original document. Used to
make additional copies.

4) The prOduct of light I ensity.and the time dur !Alder. A strip of blank film at the .beginning of a
ing which it acts on pholose Hite material. ... roll; used for the threading of a camera, pfojector, or

Finder flight, A light beam projected from some
cameras -to show the outline of the photographic field
at a paltitulaureduitibh ratio. This field is-sorne dales

processor. 4 ,
Master MM. Any film, but generally a negative, used .
solely fol in4itig ciples, as opposed- to film 'whith



may be used in 'ieaders.
e

Microfilm. Fine-grain, fineresolution photographic
film carrying, or designed to cal,y, photographic
irrilges' greatly reduced in size and usually too.small
to be'read by the unaided eye.

Negative. * microfilm or microfilm image in which
the tonal alues are reversed fiorn those in the origi-
nal: ligt.t areas are recorded as dark, and dark areas,
as light.

Perforated film. Film containing rectangular, evenly
spaced sprocket hotel, parallel and close to one or
both edges of the film:

. Positive. ', A microfilm or microfilm Image in which
the tonal values are the,same as in the original: light
areas are recor4ledas light, and dark areas, asdark.

Processing. The chemical or physical treatment of
exposed photographic material. to make visible the
Itent image; i.e., a seriekof steps consisting of devel-
oping, fikidg, washing, and drying.

Reader. A self-contained device opibining a projec-
tor and screen, used for vie ng enlarged micro.
images with the nakeeye.

, -

Reduction ratio. The rills) of a liner dimension of
the original dicument to' the corresponding dimen-
sion of the image on the microfilm, expressed as
14:1, 20:1, etc., or as 14x, 20x, etc. ,

Reel. A flanged holder fol, film, usually for :pro-, ,

cessed film (as opposed *to a spool, for unprocessed
film).

Reference. use (service) copy. Any film, generally a
positive, supplied, to readers for use in a reading appa-
ratus or reader-printer. e

Residual hypo. Sodium or ammonium thiosuifate
(hypo) remaining in film or papei after washing.
Since residual hypo has a deleterious effect and re.

.,.duces film life, careful control must be Maintained in .

processing to ensure that permiisible limits are not
exceeded.

splicing)' together two pieces of film or paper so that \
they will function as a single piece when passing \
through a camera, processing machine, projector, or
other/apparatus. In cemented splices, known as lap
splice§, one piece overlaps the other. Most welds are
called butt splices because the two Pieces are butted
together without any overlap; some butt splices also
use tape. .

Target. 1) Any docuinent or chart containing hien.
tification information, coding, or test charts.*

2) An aid td. technical or bibliographic control
which is photographed on the film preceding or fol
lowing the document proper.

Trailer. A strip of blank film at ithe end of a roll of
film.

Resolving power. The degree toyhich a lens is able
to produce, or a film emulsion to record, fine detail

. hi a nicio-hriage, expressed as the number of lines per
millimeter discernible in the image.

Splice, A: joint made by cementing or welding (heat

4
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is
II. APPENDIX-A

J

The density of the background, of the document image area shall be as listed below. The
densities of silver films shall be visa dose transmission density...

Gen ation Density Ra4*nge

The tolerance on distribution copy is always larger becaUst of the'variables which add up through the
generations. ,
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